Surface electromyography, force and single motor-unit data for inhibitory reflex responses in human masseter at two levels of excitatory drive.
The inhibitory reflex response evoked by mildly noxious lip stimulation was tested in up to 100 trials at two different levels of pre-stimulus excitation. To regulate that excitation, the subject voluntarily controlled the firing rate of one motor neurone at 10 Hz, and then at 15 Hz while the reflex was tested. When the frequency of the motor-unit action potential (MUAP) in the controlled unit increased or decreased, the frequency of other active units' MUAPs also changed in parallel: that is, the frequency of one MUAP was an index of whole muscle excitation. The inhibitory response in the surface electromyogram (EMG) was quantitated by rectifying and averaging the signal, and by measuring its depth and area. The best correlation between the responses evoked in single units and the response in the whole muscle EMG at the two levels of excitation was obtained when the area of inhibition in the surface record was normalized to the pre-stimulus EMG level. The inhibitory response to lip stimulation in the masseter EMG decreased when the level of pre-stimulus excitation in the muscle was increased. This was confirmed using the reflex response in the averaged force data. The findings suggest that controlling one motor unit's firing rate is a useful method for controlling the whole-muscle excitation in quantitative reflex studies.